
CAUTION: This process results in a permanent installation. 
Removing the overlay may result in the separation of the white 
melamine from the table surface. Should you wish to protect 
the table surface, we suggest placing clear packing tape on the 
tabletop first, then applying the double-stick tape to the packing 
tape. Removal of the packing tape may leave traces of adhesive 
behind, requiring the use of an adhesive-removal substance.

 If the HQ Sweet Sixteen must be removed after the table overlay 
is installed, lift the machine upward at the back a couple of inches 
so the needle plate drops below the table overlay. Then proceed to 
pull the HQ Sweet Sixteen out of the back of the table.

1.   Remove the pink protective plastic from the tape on  
ONE SIDE ONLY of the table overlay.

2.   Slide the table overlay (with the tape-side down) under the 
HQ Sweet Sixteen hopping foot and align the overlay while 
holding the side up with the exposed tape.

3.   When the overlay is in position, begin pressing down the side 
of the overlay with the exposed tape, making sure the overlay is 
still positioned properly.

4.   With one side stuck to the table, lift the opposite side of the 
overlay to remove the pink protective plastic from the tape.

5.  C arefully press the overlay down, adjusting as needed.
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